Upload Dependent Documentation for Benefits

Learn how to upload the required documentation for adding a dependent to your benefits.

If you are adding a family member to any voluntary benefits you will need to provide dependent documentation. The dependent document must be uploaded via MyDU within 30 days of voluntary benefit elections/changes. This process ensures eligibility to add a dependent to a benefits plan, it is not in place of enrollment.

Please contact us for help completing the appropriate benefits enrollment process to ensure coverage following your hire date or qualifying event. You can schedule an appointment with a benefits specialist here.

1. Login to MyDU

2. In the Search bar at the top of the page, enter benefits and select Benefits Information from the search results (it is not necessary to hit Enter - results will populate as you type)

3. Under the My Benefits header, select Upload Dependent Documentation

4. From the Dependent Information Screen, select Add a New Person
5. Add the dependent information and upload supporting documentation such as a marriage license, domestic partnership affidavit, birth certificate (for children), etc. When done, click submit changes and your dependent's information will be saved and transferred into Banner for benefit purposes (if the verification document box does NOT appear this means the documentation is attached to that dependent). Remember, adding dependent information does NOT activate coverage, you must also complete the.

